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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of whether the Euler equation for 
an ideal incompressible fluid has solutions in a time-dependent domain of 
the plane. The case in which the domain is fixed in time was solved by 
T. Kato [S] (in a bounded case) and K. Kikuchi [6] (in an unbounded 
case). 
Let {Q(t)tosrGr be a family of bounded domains in R2 with smoothly 
moving C’-boundaries { XI( t ) f ,, G f S T satisfying the following 
assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION (A.1 ). X?(t) is composed of the union of r,(t) 
(j=O, l;.., m, 0 < t < T), where {f,(t)} YE 0 are m + 1 simple closed curves, 
and { ri(t)}yz, I‘ ze inside of ro(t) and outside of one another. 
ASSUMPTION (A.2). Q(t) is diffeomorphic to Q(0) for each t E [0, T]. 
ASSUMPTION (A.3). The area of Q(t) is equal to that of Q(0) for each 
t E [0, T]. 
As Q(t) has the smooth boundary da(t) and it moves smoothly with 
respect to t, we may assume that there exists a C” function y defined on 
R2 x R + with V,y # 0 on dQ(t) such that an(t) is represented as zero of y. 
More precisely we assume 
a-2(t) ={x = (xl, x2); y(x, t) = 0). 
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In G=U o<r< i-(Q(f) x it>) we consider the initial-boundary value 
problem for the Euler equation: 
(i= 1,2) in Qr, (E.l) 
in QT, (E.2) (El 
a+, t) 2 ae t) at+ c uqz, t)y--$e o for IE an(t), (E.3) 
j= 1 
u’(x, 0) = u&(x) (i= 1, 2)forxE52(0). (E.4) 
Here u = D(X, t) = (u’(x, t), u2(x, t)), p = p(x, t) denote, respectively, the 
unknown velocity and pressure at point (x, t) E QT, x = (x’, x2), while 
f=f(x, t) = (f’(x, t), f2(x, t)), u0 = uO(x) = (u;(x), u:(x)) denote, respec- 
tively, the given external force and initial velocity. 
Then our result reads as follows. 
THEOREM. Let u0 E C’ + ‘(s2(0)), div u,, = 0 in Q(O), 
y+ i u&2y~~ for f E aqo) 
j= 1 
andfEC ’ + ‘,O( QT), where 0 < 9 < 1 (for the notations see Section 2). 
Then there exists a solution {u, p} EC’-‘(&) x C’,‘(Q,) of (E). Such a 
solution is unique up to an arbitrary function oft which may be added to p. 
The plan of this paper is the following. At first, we will reduce the 
original equations (E) to those with tangential velocity field. In doing so, 
Assumptions (A.2) and (A.3) play an essential role. An analogous idea may 
be seen in T. Miyakawa and Y. Teramoto [IO]. Then, by using elementary 
methods of differential geometry, we will transform the equations with 
homogeneous boundary condition in Qr to those in a cylindrical domain. 
This procedure is due to A. Inoue and M. Wakimoto [3]. Finally, we will 
show the existence and the uniqueness of these transformed equations by 
the Schauder lixed point theorem like T. Kato [S]. 
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I. TRANSFORMATION OF THE EQUATIONS (E) 
TO THE ONES IN A CYLINDRICAL DOMAIN 
1.1. Reduction of (E) to the Equations with Tangential Boundary Condition 
LEMMA 1.1. Under the Assumptions (A.2) and (A.3), there exists a cylin- 
drical domain &= d x [0, T] and a level preserving diffeomorphism 
@: Q,- &, 
(Y, t) = @(x9 t) = (cp’b, t), (P2(x, t), t) 
such that 
det(Wx, t)/dx’),,,= ,,* = 1 for (x, t) E QT. (1.1) 
For the proof see T. Miyakawa and Y. Teramoto [lo, Theorem 4.31. 
Now we define a function v on Uos,GT(dQ(t) x {t}) by 
v(% t) = (aY(K tYat)llv,Y(% t)l, 
for (a, t) E U oG,GT(iX2(t) x {t}). Then we have 
LEMMA 1.2. Under Assumptions (A.2) and (A-3) 
s ~(2, t) ds, = 0 for each t E [0, T], an(r) 
where ds, is the line element of X?(t). 
Proof. We denote the inverse transformation of @(x, t) = (y, t) in 
Lemma 1.1 by Y(y, t)=($‘(y, t),$2(y, t), t), where y=(y’, y’)~a, 
t E [0, T]. Note that @ is level preserving. For (a, t)E 
U o~,.T(iX2(t)x {t}), set (J, t)=@(Z, t). Then we have 
Y(ti’(P, t), $2(P, t), t) =o. 
Hence. 
am t) 2 
--+I-- 
am t) wick t) = o. 
,=1 ad at 
On the other hand, the vector field 
(1.2) 
md = bw*(Y, t)iat, w(Y, twt), 
is divergence-free on each Q(t). 
where (y, t) = @(x, t), 
505857.2-9 
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In fact, by Lemma 1.1 we have 
8lCI’, 11/2)/@~J1, Y*) = det(W’(y, t)laY’)z,j= 1,2 = 1 
for (y, t) E &. Hence it follows that 
0 = m(a(ti’, rC12M.Y’, Y’)) 
= w, IC/‘Myl, Y’) + a($‘> $2Y~(Y1~ Y’) 
= C@p, $‘)/a(x’, x2) + a($‘, $*)lqx’, x2)1 a@‘, X*)lqy’, Y’) 
= qlp, $‘)/a(x’, x2) + a(l)‘, $‘)/a(x’, x2), (*) 
where $‘= i3ei/8t (i= 1,2). 
Since 
Eq. (*) shows that div V, = 0 on each Q(t). Moreover (1.2) shows that 
V,(Z). n,(f) = v(.T?, t) for 1 E X?(t), 
where n,(Z) = -V,y(.Z, t)/lV,y(l, t)l. Noticing that n,(Z) is a unit normal 
vector at point 2 E X?(t), we have by Gauss’ divergence theorem 
1 ~(2, t) ds, = j” V,(.i-).n,(Z)ds,=s div V,(x)dx=O. m(r) x2(l) Q(r) 
By these lemmas we may rewrite the boundary condition (E.3) as 
u(.f, t) . n,(Z) = v(.?, t) for z~X?(t). 
In this formulation, the unknown velocity field u(., t) has the normal com- 
ponent at each point of &Z(t) for fixed t. We would like to transform the 
original problem to that of finding the velocity field without the normal 
component. For this purpose, we will consider the following problems. 
PROBLEM 1. Find a two-dimensional C” vector held w on Q, such that 
div w, = 0 in Q(t), 
d(w,) = 0 in Q(t), (1.3) 
w,(Z) n,(Z) = v(Z, t) for 2 E &Z(t), 
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where ~~=4~(,).~~~~ (w,) is the one-form associated to w, via the 
Euclidean metric and d is the exterior derivation. 
By setting w, =grad h,, we can reduce this problem to the following 
Neumann problem for h. 
PROBLEM 2. Find a C” function h on Q, such that 
Ah,=0 in Q(t), 
8h,/&, = v(., t) on &G?(t), 
where h, = hJ n,,Jx il; and A = (8/8x’)‘+ (8/8x’)‘. 
(1.4) 
Consideration of Problem 2 
Since the Neumann boundary value v(., t) satisfies the compatibility con- 
dition lFR,l, v(Z, t) ds, =0 by Lemma 1.2, there exists a h,E Y(Q(t)) 
satisfying (1.4) for each t. We may represent h, by h,(x) =jdRcl) Nl(x, 5) 
v(<, t) ds,(t), where N, is the Neumann’s function for (1.4). Then the dif- 
ferentiability of h with respect to t may be reduced to that of N,. In our 
case, since {Q!(f)}OG:rsT moves smoothly in t, the above assertion is 
guaranteed (see, for example, S. Ozawa [ 121). 
Now, let us return to the original problem. By using the vector field w in 
Problem 1, we set 
u(x, t) = u(x, t) - w(x, t) 
in (E). Then we have the following equations: 
au/at+(u,v)u+(w,v)u+(u,v)w+Vp=F in QTr 
div u = 0 
~(2, 2). n,(Z) = 0 
u(., 0) = a, 
in Qr, 
for 2 E aa( t), 
(E') 
where F= f - dw/dt - (w, V) u’ and a = u0 - w(., 0). Henceforth we will dis- 
cuss the solvability of Eqs. (E’) for {u, p}. 
1.2. Trunsformation of (E’) to the Equations in a Cylindrical Domain 
The idea of the calculations in this paragraph is due to A. Inoue and 
M. Wakimoto [3]. 
We introduce a geometrical viewpoint on Eqs. (E’). Regard Q(t) and QT 
as Riemann manifolds with the metric g and g = g + (dt)*, respectively, 
where g is the restriction of the Euclidean metric of R2 to a(t). We set 
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u = 2 d(x, t) a/ax/, 
j=l 
w = f w~(x, t) a/ax', 
j=l 
F= F’(x, t) a/ade-(QT), 
/=I 
P=P(X, t,ECm(Q,), 
a~(~)a~axez-(~(o)), 
j=l 
where X(QT) and X(sZ(0)) denote the sets of the vector fields on Qr- and 
52(O), respectively. 
For fixed t, we denote the canonical inclusion of Q(t) into Q, by I(~) and 
define uI, w, and F, E X(&?(t)) by 
respectively. Then we can rewrite (E’) as follows. 
i (ad/at + aplad) a/axj+ vu,ut + v,,~, + v,, w, = F, 
j=l 
on Q(t), 
div U, = 0 on Q(t), 
(V.E.) 
d4a n,(f)) = 0 for 1 E aa( 
2 
u. = 1 &ldxJ 
,=l 
on Q(O), 
where V represents the Riemann connection on (Q(t), g). Taking the level 
preserving diffeomorphism @: Q,- & in Lemma 1.1, we set q, = @(., t) 
by fixing t E [0, T]. Then qr is a diffeomorphism from O(t) onto 6 and 
induces the Riemann metric g, on 6 such that CpFg, = g. 
In this way, we construct the Riemann manifold (fi, g,). Set 
and 
PI = pt.7 t) ‘I cp,-‘. 
Then 
and p, E cm(B). 
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By operating (P,* to both sides of (V.E.), we have 
2 
x1 
aiiilat + i (ayyat) v;iii 
i=I .j= I 
+ ikt, (ay;/aXk)(a2Xk/af ayq ii’ a/ayi 
I 
+ vg,ii,+v:,,i;,+v~,~~+vv,,~,=F, on 8, 
div,fi,=O on W, 
g,(w% C,G)) = 0 for yEa& 
ii0 = 5, (T.V.E.) 
whereii’=CS=,(ay’/ax’)u-‘, iii=_C:=,(d~‘/axJi,=o)ai(i= 1,2), E,(T)is the 
unit normal vector at point jJ E %2 with respect o the metric g, and V’, Vg,, 
d’,vt are the Riemann connection, the gradient and the divergence on 
(L?, g,), respectively. 
Remark 1 .l. Since the diffeomorphism cp,: Q(t) + d satisfies (l.l), the 
divergence operator on (Q, g,) is left invariant under the map CJI,. Thus we 
can rewrite the third equation of (T.V.E.) as 
div, ii, = ai2jayl + aii2/ay2 = 0. 
Remark 1.2. The Riemann metric g,, the connection V’ and the 
gradient V,( are expressed by 
go = 2 (ayi/axk)(ayJ/aXk), g, = i (axkjay’)(axk/ayj), 
k=l k=l 
rf: = i 2 gky agirlay-j + agjr/ayi - ag,jayq 
r=l 
= ?tl (ayk/a.q(aZXyayi q, 
v; ii’ = asjay’ + i rik iik, 
k=l 
(v, p)i = i gqaj5/ayj). 
j= I 
Remark 1.3. From the above considerations, in the case off(x, t) = 0, 
the principal part of the original equations (E) in Q, can be restated as 
follows. 
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Let B be a compact, oriented two-dimensional manifold with boundary 
and let a l-parameter family { g } , 0 G I G T of Riemann metrics be given on 3. 
We assume 
the total volume 5 0, = constant for all t E [0, T], a 
where w, is the volume element on fi obtained from g,. 
Under this assumption, find a pair {GI, d, j on (8, g,) such that 
aiqat + v;,il, + vgI p”, = 0 
div, ii, = 0 
22, is tangential to ad, 
ii, = 2. 
in 8, 
in !3, 
Note that the first equation of (**) can be rewritten as follows. 
(aa,/at) +~~,(ii,) + h, = 0 
(**I 
for some {iit, n,}, where (X/at) and (ii,) are one-forms associated to X,/at 
and ii, via the metric g,, respectively, and Lfi, is the Lie derivation. 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 
Notation and Convention 
For y, y’~6, ) y - y’j and p,(y, y’) denote the distances from y to y’ 
with respect to the canonical Euclidian metric g and g,, respectively. Note 
that these distances are equivalent for all t E [0, T] because of the com- 
pactness of QT. 
k,j=integers>O or k, j=co, O<a, q< 1, c~=(c~,,Q), cr,=integerZO, 
with /cl/ = a, + a,, is a multiindex; we define the following. 
D,; = a1~~/(ay')yay2y2, 07 = (alaty. 
C”‘“(6): the set of functions g(y) having the continuous derivatives of 
order d k in 6 and possessing a finite norm 
ItI k+a= i c SUPID;~Y)I 
m=O lal=myEB 
+ c SUP I~~4~~~--~~~y'~lll~-~'l". 
lal =m J,.V'EB 
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ck +Tj+ v(o,): th e set of functions <(y, t), continuous in the cylinder 
&=i-th [0, T-J, h aving the continuous derivatives with respect o y up to 
order k, with respect o t up to order j, and possessing a finite norm 
151kto-.,+q= i c SUP lq3Y, [)I 
m=O la/=m (,VJ)E& 
+ i SUP lqwY2 t)l 
m=o c.v,rrt& 
+ sup I&5(y, t) - D:t(Y, t’)lllt - t’lq’. 
(?.I) (?,,,,E~’ 
Ck ‘O(6): the set of vector fields u = C?= 1 u’(y) ajay’ on d such that 
{ui};=,,2ECk+~ (6) with the norm (IUI\k+o=maxL=I,2 \u~(~+~. 
ck+ci+$jj): t_h e set of two-dimensional vector fields u = CT=, 
u’(y, t) ajay’ on 0, such that {u”, E Ck+u.i+q(GT) with the norm 
/lull k+o,j+?=max,=l~12(‘lk+o,,+rl. 
For UEC~+~,~+,(Q~), U is the vector field on 6 defined by ?+‘)u,= 
uln x iri, where z -(r) is the canonical inclusion of 6 into &. 
Ak+O(fi): the- set of one-forms u = C:= I v,(y) dy’ on 6 such that 
{u,}f=, E Ckta(fi) with the norm 
1141 k+a- -max biik+a. 
r= 1.2 
A k + n,i+ ,(o,): the set of two-dimensional one-forms u = cf=, vi(y, t) dy’ 
on GT such that {vi};=, E Ck+n31+rl(BT) with the norm lIrl(k+O,,+q= 
maxi=l,2 bilk+o,,+q. 
For VEA k+rr,,+V(&), u, is the one-form on B defined by u, = i-(‘)*u. 
L:(a): the set of function 5 on fi such that 
s I<(Y)I’ lg,l ‘Qdy<00. ii 
We define an inner product (., .), on L:(6) by 
(5, 0, = ?:, 5(y) C(Y) lg,l Ii2 4 for 5, [ E L:(W). 
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L:(a): the set of the vector fields u = C:= i u’(y) 8/ayi and the one-forms 
o = Cf=, u,(y) dy’ on d such that 
2 
f c n ,_ &j(Y> 1) U’(Y) U’(Y) l&Y dY< co r.,- 1 
and 
2 s c a ,_ g”(Y, t, u,(Y) vj(Y) Igrl”2 dY < m. ,,I - 1 
We define an inner product ((., .)), for the vector fields in L:(a) and an 
inner product ((., )), for one-forms in L:(a) by 
tT,(YT t) U\(Y) 4(Y) lgP2 dY 
for U, = xi’=, ~2, a/Q’, u2 = Cy=, u;a/ay’ and 
for u’ = C,“=, of dy’, u2 = Cf=, VT dy’, respectively. Here lgll = 
detk,(.v, t))r,j= 1.2. 
For the vector fields u and U, on (a, gt), (u), and (u,) denote the one- 
forms associated to u and u, via the metric g,, respectively. 
L,(A), L2(A),... denote monotone increasing functions of 2 > 0. 
C(*, ‘, .) *) denotes a constant depending only on the quantities appear- 
ing in parentheses. In a given context, the same letter C will be used to 
denote different constants depending on the same set of arguments. 
We use summation convention. 
2.1. Vector Calculus and Orthogonal Decomposition 
Let us introduce two operators: rot: C’(E) + C”(d) and d: A,(E) + 
CO( 6). 
rot5= lgrlP1/2{ (ag/ay2)a/ayI-(ar/ayl)a/ay2) 
for 5 E C’(3). 
du = \g,l -“2(&2/ay1 - &,/ay2) 
for u=uldy1+o,dy2~A,(6). 
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In our case, Jg,J = 1 by Lemma 1.1. Note that we identify the two-form 
fdy’ A dy2 with the function \gt\ -l’*ffor fixed te [0, T], since the dimen- 
sion of d is two. By elementary calculations, we have 
g,(rot l, V,, 5) = 0 forany tic’, (1) 
4rot 51, = -AR,5 for any 5 E C2(5), (2) 
(2.1) 
where g,(., .) azd d,, denote the inner product and the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on (Q, g,). 
Moreover, integrating by parts, we have the identity 
((rot 5,4), = (5, &4,), (2.2) 
for <EC’(~) with (Ian=0 and u~C’(5). 
Subsequently, we will consider an orthogonal decomposition of the vec- 
tor fields on d. Any vector field with certain regularity on a bounded 
domain in the Euclidean space can be decomposed into the sum of the 
solenoidal component and the gradient one. These two components are 
orthogonal in the sense of L2. This fact also holds in the case of compact 
Riemann manifolds with boundary. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v E C”,O( G), where 0 < 9 < 1. Then there exist a scalar 
function p E C ’ + “,“(o,) and a vector field u E C”,*(o,) such that 
v, = u, + v,, PC., t) (orthogonal sum in L:(G)). (2.3) 
Here u, is divergence-free in the sense of distributions and tangential to ad 
with respect to the metric g,. 
Prooj This decomposition follows from the Neumann problem 
d,,p(., t) = div, u, in d, 
ait, w, = gh 4) on as'i 
(for the notation see (T.V.E.) and (2.1)). Hence we can prove this lemma in 
a similar manner as Problem 2 in Section I. More precisely, see D. G. Ebin 
and J. E. Marsden [l, Theorem 7.781, 0. A. Ladyzhenskaya [7] and C. B. 
Morrey [ 11, Theorem 7.8.11. 
As the unknown vector field ti, in (T.V.E.) is divergence-free and tangen- 
tial to aa with respect to the metric g,, we have the following decom- 
position: 
LEMEA 2.2. For fixed t E [0, T], there exist m vector fields {zkk’}~= I E 
C-,m(Q,) with iilk) tangential to aa, 
div, ii:“) = d(iilk)) = 0 and ((ii’k’ , ) iy)), = dk’ 
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(k, j= l,..., m). Moreover any Cl vector field ii, stated as above is represented 
by 
ii, = rot G,(d(ii,)) + 2 l,(t) fijk). 
k=l 
(2.4) 
Here G, is the Green operator of -A,, with zero Dirichlet condition. 
ProoJ: By Assumption (A.1 ), T. Kato [S] shows that on each Q(t) 
U, = cp!;%, can be written as 
u, = rot G,(d(u,)) + f I”(t) a!“‘. 
k=l 
(*) 
Here G, denotes the Green operator of minus Laplacian on (Q(t), g) with 
zero Dirichlet condition and u:“) = rot hik), where { hjk))r= 1 are m harmonic 
functions on s’i such that 
hik)l r,(t) = 0 for j#k, hjk’l rk(rj = constant. 
Clearly we can choose {u~“)}~=, so that ((ujk), u;“)) = Se, where ((., .)) 
denotes the inner product on L*(Q(t)). By operating (p,* to both sides of 
(*), we have 
ii, = rot c,(d(fi,)) + f l(t) qr*ujk), 
k=l 
because qr* is commutative to rot and d by reason cp:g, = g. Set 
iljk’ = q~,* u(~). Then { ii~k)}~= , satisfy 
div, i7jk) = d(iiik)) = 0 and (($A c(k) f’, )), = 6jk. 
Hence we obtained (2.4). To prove this lemma, it regains to show that 
(n’k’},“= 1, where ii’k)ls, iII = rz)fijk), belong to Coo,a(QT). This is derived 
from the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Let d be a bounded domain with smooth boundary as’i and 
let h, be a solution of 
A,,h, = lg,( p”2 a/3yi(lg,l”2 g”(y, t) ZhJayj) = b(y, t) in d, 
h,(.F) = ~(3) for p~afi, 
for given b E CE’I(oT) and p E C2+E(aS?i), w h ere 0 < 8 < 1, j is a non-negative 
integer. 
Then h,(y) = h( y, t) belongs to C2+&‘,j(oT) for any 0 <E’ <E. 
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This proposition immediately follows from the Schauder estimate of 
strictly elliptic operators in a smooth bounded domain (see, for example, 
D. Gilbarg and N. S. Trudinger [Z] ). 
Remark 2.1. In the above decomposition, note that 
((rot G,(rt(fi,)), i;!“‘)), = 0, where k= l;.., m. 
This follows from (2.2), since ~?,(d(ii:~~))j~~ = 0 and d(iijk)) = 0. 
2.2. The Outline of the Proqf qf the Solvability ef (T.V.E.) 
In this section we see the essential point of the proof of the main 
theorem. Here we assume as if all the functions and the vector fields are 
sufficiently smooth. 
By Lemma 2.2, the solution ii, can be written as (2.4). Regarding the first 
equation of (T.V.E.) as that of one-form and operating d to both sides of it, 
then we have 
(2.5) 
where [(., t) = d(ii,) and &p/at = (&$/at) a/ayi. In the above calculation, we 
used the fact that 
div, ii, = div, KJ, = div, &p/at = 0 and d(G,) = 0. 
Step 1. Let S be an appropriate function space described later. For 
4 E S, set 
ii, = ii,[<] = rot G,t(., t) + $ Ak(t) iijk). 
k=l 
Here c,, {ii)“‘}‘,“=, are the same in (2.4) and {jUk( t)};= , satisfies the 
equations 
d(i,) = 8.3 t), 
((ffC~,l, GSk’))I = 0 
((ii,-li, ig’)),=O 
k= l;.., m, 
where 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
fqii,] = {aiiyat +(ayyat) vpi+ (ayi/aXk)(iW/at 8~‘) 27’) 6
+v;,ii,+vr,.,ii,+vppF, 
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Step 2. For the vector field 6, in Step 
initial-value problem: 
1, we consider the following 
w, t) am, t) at+ ww, t), wt + G~(Y, t) + I~‘(Y, t)) ayi 
= NY% t), (2.5) 
i(., 0) = a = d(6),. (2.9) 
Showing this problem is uniquely solvable, we may define a map A by [ = 
Aii, = Aii,[[]. 
Step 3. If there exists a (ES such that t= Azi,[<], then i7,=iil[s] 
satisfies (2.7) and the equation 
wwiat + yavpjat)+ $,+ ,,dw - d(E), 4, 
= (4fCklh ~1, = ((ffCz&l, rot a)), = 0 
for any 0 E C’(E) with G/ a~ = 0. Hence H[z&] is orthogonal to all the vec- 
tor fields that are divergence-free and tangential to ad in the sense of L:(a) 
by virture of Le_mma 2.2. For such a vector field H[G,], there exists a scalar 
function p” on & such that H[ii,] = -V,!p(., t) by Lemma 2.1. This shows 
that the pair (fit, jj(., t)} satisfies the first equation of (T.V.E.). 
It follows from the arguments of Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3 that our main 
work is to find a fixed point of the map AiiJ.1. For this purpose, we will 
determine the function space S and the map Au’,[.] so that we can apply 
the Schauder fixed point theorem to our problem. 
Remark 2.2. Since (2.5) is a first-order partial differential equation for 
[, we can apply the method of characteristic curves to (2.5) and (2.9). 
Equation (2.5) is equivalent to the ordinary differential equation 
dy’ 
dt= adwy, t), o/at + G~(Y, t) + a~, 0, where i= 1, 2. 
2.3. Construction of the Velocity Field fir 
Let us consider the function space S’ = UOIE<, CE.‘(oT) and carry out 
the scheme of the preceding paragraph for S’ instead of S. For 5 ES’, we 
set 
ii,=ii,+ig, where 11, = rot G,<(., t), ii: = f l,(t) 111”). 
k=l 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf (E P”(oT) with O<E< 1, z?EC’+““(&) for any 
0 < E’ < E with 
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IGIl L”(&) 6 c ll~llL”@~)’ (2.10) 
laYI f)-~YY*, t)l <c ll&“,QT) lY,-Y2l X(lY,-Y2l) 
(i’ 1, 2). (2.11) 
Here C is a constant depending on r;‘l and T, x is the function defined by 
x(s)= 1 +log(l/s) for o<s< 1 and x(s)=1 for Sal, 
and 
IlQl Lxt~7) = ess. sup lii’(y, t)l for ii, = (2( y, t)) a/ayi. 
‘-‘;AI 7 4 
Proof Since G, is the Green operator of -A,, with Dirichlet condition 
on two-dimensional Riemann manifold (d, g,), there exists a function 
G,(., .) on b x fi such that 
6X t) = 1 GA., z) &, t) dz 
a 
with lD,.G,(y, z)l d GAY, z)-’ and lD.,;G,(y, z)l < CP,(Y, z)V*, where 
D,., D.: denote the first and the second derivation with respect o y, respec- 
tively. Since the distance p,(y, z) is equivalent to 1 y - zI for all t E [0, T] as 
a result of the compactness of &, we have 
lD,.G,b~)ldCly-~l~~ and lP:G,(y, z)l d C I y - ZI -‘. 
Then (2.10) and (2.11) are obtained in a similar way to the proof of T. 
Kato [S, Lemma 1.41. It follows from Proposition in Lemma 2.2 to 2 
belongs to C ’ + “,O(&) for any 0 < E’ < E. 
Now we would like to choose {A,(t)};= r so that they satisfy Eqs. (2.6) 
(2.7) and (2.8) in Step 1. In doing so, we must note that ii, = rot 2’,<(., t) is 
not always differentiable with respect o the parameter tE [0, T] for ( E S’. 
If ii, is such a vector field and if its derivative is summable on (s’i, g,), then 
we have 
$ (rot G,t(., t)), V)) 4 
=- 
5 n (rot G,<(., tlli~ { (V))j g,,(., t)f dy 
= - g”(., t)(rot G,t(., t))j;;?; (fiSk))i dy 
= -(((rot G,t(., t)), a/&(#))>) I f> 
since ((rot G,<(., t), iilk))), = 0 for k = 1, . . ., m. Hence we propose as follows 
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LEMMA 2.4. For 5 E S’, we set i7, = 6, + ii:, where ii, = rot G,<(,, t) and 
a: = CT= 1 A,(t) ii, ck). Then we can uniquely determine afamily (Ak(t)};, , of 
functions on [0, T] so that 
44) = t(., t), 
-(((rot G, tl., t)), Wt(clk)) >>, 
(2.6) 
+ 
(( 
2 ((dA,(t)/dt) z2ji’+ ;lj(t)(dil;“/at)}, 5;“’ 
j= 1 I 
where 
+ ((Mfi,, q”‘)), 
= 0, (2.7’) 
((h - 2, qlk’)),, k= l;..,m, (2.8) 
ProoJ Since d(rot G,<(., t)) = -A,,(?,<(., t) = <(., t) by (2.1) and since 
d(C(k’)=O for k= 1 ... m by Lemma 2.2, (2.6) is satisfied for any 
{Akit)}?= r. Equations (2.7’) and (2.8) are equivalent to the initial value 
problem of ordinary differential equations: 
dAk(t)/dt + f pkij(t) A{(t) n,(t) + f pki(t) n,(t) + ok(t)=09 (2.12) 
i,j= I i= 1 
&(O) = ((2, c&k'))O, k = 1, . . ., m, (2.13) 
where ~~kii~~l,~= Ir fpki)zr= 1 and (ok};=, are continuous functions on 
[lo, Tl. 
Thus this lemma follows from the unique solvability of Eqs. (2.12) and 
(2.13) for {~,(t))r=, in 06 t < T. Clearly (2.12) and (2.13) have a unique 
local solution. Now, let 0 <t < t, be the maximum interval in which the 
solution exists. Multiplying (2.7’) by /z,(t) and adding for k = 1, ..., m, we 
have 
- f nk(t)(((Gr)? a(ilik’)iat>>f 
k=l 
+ 
(( 
,z, { (dA,(t),dt) ii;/) + A,(t) LX;“,&},li:)) 
I 
+(((ayi/axk)(a2xk/atayj) iija/ay~,n:)), 
+ m,,,, I il +Vz,iil+Vt,.,~,+Vz,~~-~~,t?:)),=O. (2.14) 
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Since &p/at, G,, 6, are divergence-free and since &p/at, ii, are tangential to 
ad with respect o the metric g,, we obtain 
m,,a, r ii +vZ,ii~+vl,,ii,+vZ,czl,-F,, ii;)), 
= - ((fi, + L v;a, - G, Vg,,,,m - ((F,, G), 
- ((E, + ii,, v;;ii:)), + ((v&ii;, ii:)), 
+ ((V$&, ii:)), 
by integration by parts. The first line on the right-hand side in the above 
can be rewritten as C;=, ck(t) A,(t), where {[k(.)};= I E C”( [0, ZJ) 
depending on &p/at, kr and c, but not on their derivatives. Since &p/at and 
GI depend only on the given domain Q,, ([k(t)};=, are estimated in terms 
of /I~IIL”(~T). Hence by Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
lik(t)l G ~l(I1411L’@r))’ k= l;.., in. 
The second line on the right-hand side is equal to C&=, ikj(t) A,(t) Aj(t), 
where ([kj(.)j;j=, E C”( [0, T]) with 
likjtt)l G L2(llIrlIL~(Q,))~ k, j= I;.., m, 
by the same reasons that {[k(f)}T=, are. Moreover by integration by parts 
we have 
where &, is the line element of afi determined by g, and 3(., t) = 
s*ca,> 6,) = v(., t) 0 cp,’ (for the notation see Problem 2). Therefore the third 
line on the right-hand side can be rewritten as CT=, fk(t) A,(l), where 
{~kk(f)):=, E C”(CO, U) with 
Calculating the rest on the left of (2.14) in the same way as shown above 
(for example, ((ii?, iijk’)), = 6”‘) we obtain 
; 2 d(Ak(t)2)/dt + f Kk,(t) Ak(t) Aj(t) + f ICkCt) nk(t)=03 
k=l k.j= I k=l 
where { ~kj(‘)}~j=, , { Kk(‘)}?, , E C”(CO, Tl) with 
IKkj(r)l G~L~(II~JIIL~(Q~J)T iICktf)i ~LL,(Iitli.m,&,) (k, j= l;.., m). 
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Hence we have 
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k=l 
(2.15) 
by the Gronwall inequality. 
It follows from (2.15) that the solution {nk(t)}:,i in 0 <t < to must be 
continued up to 0 d t < T. Moreover (2.15) shows that 
iRk(t)i d L7(Ib%@r))’ k= l;..m, 
because n,(O) is determined only by d and ~?a). 
2.4. The Method of Characteristic Curves 
Let us carry out the scheme of Step 2. As is stated in Remark 2.2, the 
solvability of Eq. (2.5) follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let ii,= ii,[r] be as in Lemma 2.4. Then the differential 
equation 
dyldt = &p/at + Gl + ii, (2.16) 
has a unique solution y = U,,(z) defined on the whole interval 0 <t < T for 
any initial condition y(s) = z, where s E [O, T] and z E d. 
Proof: Since the vector field &p/at + ++ B belongs to C’,“(G,), (2.16) 
has at least a unique local solution for any initial condition y(s) = z. Let us 
show that any local solution can be continued up to the whole interval 
[0, T]. For this purpose, we will show that any local solution with the 
initial point on the boundary of 0, stays on it. It suffices to prove that the 
vector field (&pi/& + Gi + iii) alay’+ a/at is tangential to the boundary of 
QT with respect o the metric g = (W’)* g, where g is the restriction of the 
standard Euclidean metric (dx’)2 + (dx*)‘+ (dt)* to QT. 
In fact, the boundary condition (E.3) implies that the vector field 
da/a2 + ajat = (wi + d) alad + a/at 
is tangential to the boundary of QT with respect to the metric g. Since 
@,((W’+#‘)a/a~~+a/at)=(~~+fi~+acp’/at)a/a~’+a/at, (2.17) 
the above assertion is verified. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let U,,(z) be as in Lemma 2.5. 
(1) Each component of U,,(z) is continuously dlyferentiable in (t, s, z). 
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(2) For fixed t and s, U,,,Y is a one-to-one, measure preserving map 
,from 5 onto itself, where afi is mapped onto itself. 
(3) U ,,,, ~ is the identity map and U,,, is the inverse map of U r,,s. 
ProoJ: Since &p/at + I? -t ii E C’,O(&), (1) and (3) follow from the 
general theories of ordinary differential equations. Part (2) is a consequence 
of div,(d@t + 3, + i;,) = 0. 
2.5. Construction of the Map Aii,[.] 
Since CIE C”(E), BE C”-‘(&,) by hypothesis and since the components of 
U,,,>(z) are continuously differentiable in (t, s, z) by Lemma 2.6, the function 
C(Y, t) = duo,,(~)) + j; B(~,,,(Y), ~1 ds 
is well defined for all 5 ES’. As < is determined by 5, we may write 
it.> t) = A(fi,lISl). 
Then [ is a weak solution of (2.5) in the following sense. 
LEMMA 2.7. For any p E C’(d), [ satisfies 
(2.18) 
Proof: We set C’,(Y, t) = duo,,(y)) and ~I(Y, t) = fh ~(~.JYL s) ds. Let 
us consider (2.18) for [, and c2. By Lemma 1.1, 
(i,(.> t), P), = Q duo,,(Y)) P(Y) dY. 
Substituting z = U,,(y) for the integration variable y, we have 
(i,(., t), p)t = s, u(z) Au,,,(z)) dz 
because of the measure preserving property of the map U,,. Hence we have 
= B U(Z) a~(u,,o(z))/ay’[d~‘/at + fi+ iiq(u,,(~), t) dz. s 
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Transforming back to the integration variable y and using the measure 
preserving property again, we obtain 
-$ (ilC.7 t), PI, = i, @(Uo,r(Y)) &L(YYaY’Cw/at + Gr’+ abs f) 4 
= (il(.t th v;d~,iir)+~,+i&dr. 
In the same way, we can verify that c2 satisfies 
From these calculations we obtained the conclusion. 
LEMMA 2.8. For r E S’, let ii, = ii,[<] be as in Lemma 2.4. Then we have 
II4 LS(&) 6 LEA II 411 L”(QT))’ (1) 
lC’(Yl> f)-fi’(Y,Y f)l ~L,(ll5llLy~,,) IY, -A X(lY, -Y2lh 
i=l,2, (2) 
for any y,, y,~o and te [0, T]. 
Proof: Note that G,=z?,+ii:, where z,= rot G,<(., t) and il; = 
cr= 1 h(f) t . B”‘) Hence these inequalities are true for ii by Lemma 2.3. For 
ii’, they follow from the estimatgs IA,(t)l 6 L7( ~~~~~Lm~~TJ by Lemma 2.4, 
since { ii’k’},“= i belong to C”,” (Qr) depending only on the given domain 
QP 
LEMMA 2.9. Let U,,(z) = (L$(z), U:,Y(z)) be as in Lemma 2.5. Then we 
have 
( U&(z) - u;.,Jz’)l 
d~,,~II~lI.~,g,,~~l~-~‘16+ It--‘I”+ Is--‘16L i= 1, 2, (2.19) 
for Iz-z’l < 1, /I-~‘1 < 1, Is-.Y’~ < 1, where 6-l =LI1(~I~/IL~~~~T~). 
Proof Since &o/at and 3 belong to Coo,m(@,) depending only on the 
given domain Qr, two inequalities in Lemma 2.8 are true for &p/at + 
fi, + ~7,. Then (2.19) is obtained in the same way as the proof of T. Kato [S, 
Lemma 2.61. 
LEMMA 2.10. [ = A(z?,[~]) satisfies 
li(y, s)l =G Il4lLm(n)+ WIILYCW 
([(y, t)-i(z,s)l <L(Iy-z16+ It--lb) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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f or ly-z( < 1, It--s1 < 1, where ~=MllSllLm~~,J and 6-l = 
~,3(lltIIL~*(~T,). 
Prooj Since a E P(8) and /I E C”,‘(&), these inequalities follow from 
the definition of [ and Lemma 2.9. 
2.6. The Fixed Point of the Map A(;,[.]) 
Let us carry out the scheme of Step 3. It is important for us to note that 
the Holder exponent of i=A(ii,[<]) depends on ~~~~~Lz~~7~ but not on the 
Holder continuity of 5. 
Definition of the Function Space S 
Set M= Il(xII L.=(B) + T IIBIIP~Q~,. Let S be the set of the functions 
t = <(y, t) on & such that 
II 4 II LX (QT) G M 
and 
l&y, t)-t(z,S)l <Jm-A”+ It-4”) 
for Iy-zl < 1, If--s1 d 1, where L=L,,(M) and 6-i=L,,(M). 
Remark 2.3. (1) S c S’. 
(2) S is a convex compact set in the Banach space Co%‘(&). 
(3) It follows from Lemma 2.10 that A(;,[.]) maps S into itself. 
LEMMA 2.11. The map A (fi,[.] ) is continuous in the topology of 
C”.‘( Q T). 
Proof: Let {~(“‘f~=,, YES, andlet ~~(“‘-~~o,o-+Oasn-,co. Foreach 
n = 1, 2,..., let A$‘( t), &j(t), &j(t), cup’ (for the notations see 
Lemma 2.4) Gj”‘, U$‘J?(z) and [ @‘=A(ii~“)[~(“)]) be determined by 4’“’ in 
an obvious way. Note that (~5~“));~~ are different from {ii~“‘}~= i in 
Lemma 2.2. Set 5:“’ = i7(“’ + 111”‘, where z?jn) = rot z’,<‘“‘(., t) and 121”) = 
CT= ] I$‘( t) l-q’. 
(1) JJt7~“‘-3/)oo-+0 as n+a. 
By Lemma 2.3, the above convergence is true for z?“’ and ii. Thus it suf- 
fices to show that AjJ) + 1 uniformly as n -+ co. In fact &In,), &) and ~j$ 
converge uniformly to pki/, ,nki and crk, respectively, because of the a priori 
estimate of --A,, in W2,2-space. Hence it follows from the general theory of 
ordinary differential equations that ApI converges uniformly to Ak for each 
k. 
(2) Uj:‘(z) + U, s(z) uniformly in (z, t, s) E B x [0, T] x [0, T]. 
This assertion is a direct consequence of (1). 
(3) IS’“‘-ii o,o+O as n+ co. 
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Since a E C”(d) and /?E C”,‘(&), by the definitions of l(n) and [, we 
obtain the conclusion. 
Remark 2.3 and Lemma 2.11 imply that A(ii,[.]) is a continuous map 
from the convex compact subset S of C’*‘(&,) into itself. Hence by the 
Schauder fixed point theorem there exists a 5 E S such that < = A(ii,[t]). 
III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
3.1. The Differentiability of ii in (y, t) E G7 
Let 5 E S be the fixed point of the map A(ii,[.]) defined in the preceding 
section. Here we will show that ii determined by Lhis 5 is continuously dif- 
ferentiable as a two-dimensional vector field on QT. 
Remark 3.1. If PE Cb,E(&) with 0<6< 1, O<E< 1, then G,p(., t)e 
C2 + “,“( &) for any 6’ < 6, E’ < E. 
It follows from the Schauder estimate of -A,, immediately (see 
Proposition in Lemma 2.2). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u,~C’+‘(m) and f~C1’~9~o(&), where 0~9~ 1, 
and let i7, = a,[(] be the vector field defined by the fixed point 5 E S. Then 
i7EC1+9’.9’(&) for any 9’<9. 
Proof: Since each component of U,,(z) is continuously differentiablezs 
a function of the three variables by Lemma 2.6 and since CI = d(d) E C”(Q), 
/I = d(F!) E C”,‘(&) by hypothesis, it follows from the definition ofthe map 
A(fi,[.]) that ~=A(ii,[r])~C”.~(~~). Hence ii~C’+“+~‘(e~) by 
Remark 3.1. Moreover {z?~)}~=, are smooth in QT. and (Ak}r=, E 
C’([O, T]), so ii’~ C=-’ (0,). Thus we obtain ii = ii + ii’ E C’ + “.“( 5,). 
Now let us consider the differentiability of ii with respect to t E [0, T]. 
For this purpose, we need some preliminaries. 
For h E C’(a), we define the function G, div, h on d by 
(G, div, h)(y) = -((k V,,G,(y, .))L (3.1) 
where G, is the Green kernel of -A,, with zero Dirichlet condition (see 
proof of Lemma 2.3). The map h --+ G, div, h is continuous from Co(d) into 
C”(o) for each t E [0, T]. By the elementary calculations, we have 
and 
(G, div, h, d,pu), = ((h, Vg,~L)), 
for any ,U E C*(B) with ~1 dn = 0. 
(3.2) 
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Remark 3.2. (I) Equation (3.2) shows that 5, div, h is a weak 
solution of the Dirichlet problem -d,,a = div, h in d, (rl pa = 0 in the sense 
of L2 for each t. 
(2) Conversely, if a family { [T,)~< f s T of continuous functions with 
0) ,,d = 0 satisfies 
(or7 ‘J,,rl), = ((k V,sH, for any q E C;(0), (3.3) 
then gr = G, div, h for each f. 
LEMMA 3.2. For h E C”(6), where 0 < 9 < I, let us define the operator T, 
by T, = G, div, h. Then the family { T,},, ts 7’ is that of uniformly bounded 
operators,from C”(6) into C’(6) waith respect o t. 
Proof. Let us identify the vector fields on fi with the one forms via the 
metric g,. 
(1) For each t E [0, T], T, is a bounded operator from C”(d) into 
C’(sli). 
Let e;, be the Green operator of -A,, acting on one-forms with zero 
boundary condition. Namely, u, = e f h implies that 
-AK,v,=h in b and 7% =o , ) 
where AK, = d8, + 6,d (6, denotes the codifferential operator on (s’l, g,)), 7 is 
the canonical inclusion of 8fi into 6. By the general theories of linear ellip- 
tic systems, for h E C”(E) we have c,(h) E A*+ ,(6) and 
ll~‘,(hM,+~,~ C(QT) llhll!, for any t E [0, T], (3.4) 
where C = C(QT) is the constant depending only on the given domain QT 
but not on t E [0, T] (note that the constant appearing in the Schauder 
estimate of the linear elliptic equations depends only on its elliptic con- 
stant, the maximum Holder norm of the coeffkients and the given domain). 
Let a family {p,)oGrsT be that of the functions on E such that 
--darp, =$ in 0, pI = 6,cA(h), on ad. Since the boundary value 6,c,(h), is 
in C’ + “(52), p, is in C’(fi)n C’(a) and satisfies 
where 1 1 ,;aa and 1 Js;iia denote the Holder norms defined as the preceding 
notations (see G. M. Lieberman [9, Theorem 2.51). Hence it follows from 
the gradient maximum principle for the strictly elliptic equations that 
(3.5) 
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for any t E [0, T]. Now we define a family {k,}oGrs T of functions by k, = 
S,~,(/Z), -pt. Then k, satisfies (3.3) and krlad =0 for each TV [0, T]. In 
fact, integrating by parts, we have 
(k,> d,,r), = (h&W,> Q/L = -K~;,(h),, dd,,v)), 
= -((~;,W,, A,,dv)),= <(-A,,&(h),> dv))t 
= (<(hL &))r = ((h, y&L 
for any q E C?(a). 
Hence by Remark 3.2(2), we have 
(?,div,/~=k,=6,~;,(h),-~~~C’(~) 
for each t. 
Thus the linear operator T, is defined on the whole of C’(8) with the 
values in C’(6). Since T, is closed, it must be bounded by the closed graph 
theorem. 
(2) A family {T,)OstGT is that of uniformly bounded operators with 
respect to t. 
Combining (3.4) and (3.5), we have 
sup ITA 1 G C(QT) ll~ll,~ +C(& sup lS,&(h)A,;,a, Qr,, 
O<f<T OCfGT 
This estimate shows that (T,},, I G T is bounded with respect to t at each 
point of C”(6). It follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that it is 
uniformly bounded. 
COROLLARY OF LEMMA 3.2. Zfh E C”,O(oT), then c, div, h(., t) E C’-‘(5,). 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, fi,[t] EC’+“‘.‘(~~). 
ProoJ: This is true for ii’ = zr=, 2,~‘$~‘, since 1, E C’( [0, T]) and r?(k) E
Cm,m(G,). By Lemma 3.1, it s&ices to show that each component of 6, is 
continuously differentiable with respect to t. For q E C*(8), we have 
((h VI), = ((rot G,t(., t), v)), = (c,t(., th d(vl),), 
= (5(.> t)> &W,L. 
Since 5 = A(z?,[t]), we obtain, from Lemma 2.7, 
2 ((& vl)),= (5t.2 t), V~,,,,+.,+,,~:,d(ll),), 
+ (Pt., t), &WA, + 
> 
. 
I
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The first term on the right-hand side is equal to 
((5(.> w4m + +‘r + fi,>, V,,G4YMh 
= (G, div,{t(., t)(Wat + G, + &I), d,,G,d(r),), 
= (- 6, div,{ 4(., f)(acplat + G1 + ii,)}, d(v),), 
= ((-rot c’, div,(<(., t)(acp/8t + 3, + ii,)}, r~)),, 
where c, div,{ <(., t)(acp/dt + fi, + ii,)} is the function defined in (3.1). In the 
above calculations, we used (3.2) d,,c,d(q),= -d(q), and (2.2). Since 
((@/at + fi + ii) E C”,“(&), it follows from Corollary of Lemma 3.2 that 
-rot c’, div,{[(., t)(acp/at + “2, + ii,)} E C’%‘(B,). 
Moreover the third term on the right-hand side (5(., t), (a/at) G’,d(q),), can 
be rewritten as ((Z,r(., t), q)),. Since Z,<(., t) is represented in terms of the 
Green kernel G,(y, z), in a similar manners to Problem 2 and Proposition 
in Lemma 2.2 we have Z,< E C ‘+“‘,“(o,) for any 6’<6 (6--‘=L,,(M)). 
Thus we have 
f ((ii,, tl)), = ((-rot G, div,(ir(., t)(acpldt -I 
f rot G,b(., t) + Z,ft(., t), ~11, (3.6) 
for any q EC’(E). Since -rot G, div,(j;(., t)(aq/at + E, + ii,)} + 
rot G’,B(., t) + Z,<(., t) E C’,‘(&,), we obtained the required results. 
3.2. The Proof of the Existence of a Solution {ii,, j?(., t)} qf (T.V.E.) 
We need the following integral identities. 
LEMMA 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, we have the identities 
(d(c,), VC,oL = -((V&fit, rot (T)),, (3.7) 
(d(c,), K, + +,at a), = - ((V&ii, +V&E, +V&,a,iir, rot CJ)), 
- ((VZ, War, rot a)), + (VZ,d(acpP),, a),, (3.8) 
I a t?ij(Yl t)C’(Y, t)(rot MY dY 
= - m, adat, rot a, + (vd,d(adat),, 4, 
+ ((((a#/a~~)(a2~“/at a.f) ii’> alay’, rot a)), 
for any cr E C’(B), where g&y, t) = ag,(y, t)/&. 
(3.9) 
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These equalities follow from the direct calculations of the metric tensor and 
the Riemann connection by using the coordinates stated in Remark 1.2. In 
doing so, we use the fact that div, ii, = div, Gl = div, &p/at = 0 and d(G,) = 0. 
hXMA 3.5. %nder the hypotheses of Theorem, there exists a scalar 
function FE C’,‘(QT) such that the pair {ii,, p(., t)} is a solution of (T.V.E.). 
Proof By (2.2) and (2.6), we have 
((a,, rot g)), = (d(4), 01, = (5(., th g), 
for any (r E C’(d) with gI ,,a = 0. Hence it follows from (2.18) that 
6, rot o)), = (Cd., t), V:‘++,+ %,+ ir,c)l + (Pt., t), ~1, (3.10) 
because 4 is the fixed point of A(G,[.]). The left-hand side of (3.10) is equal 
to 
JB g,(y, t)(U(y, t)/at)(rot a)‘(y) 4 + Jfi g&y, t) G’(Y, t)W a)‘(v) 4. 
The first term of the right-hand side of (3.10) is equal to 
- (F:,,,,h ii,+V;,G,+V&ii,+V&fi,, rot a)), 
- ((v:, am, rot a, + o+mm, 4, 
by (2.6), (3.7) and (3.8). Substituting these two equalities for (3.10) and 
using (3.9), we obtain 
(( {aiiyat + (ayyax”)(a2x”/at af) ii’> alay;+ v;V,d,ii, 
+V:,~,+VX,,ii,+VC,i7,-~~, rot 0)),=0 (3.11) 
(note that p = d(F,)). 
On the other hand, since ii~C ’ + “‘,I(&) by Lemma 3.3, f, satisfies (2.7) 
(consider the relation between (2.7) and (2.7’)). By virtue of Lemma 2.2, 
(2.7) and (3.11) show that the vector field 
ff[ii,] = fad/at + (ayi/at) vpf + (ay~/a~~)(Sdy3 ayy 27-j a/ayi 
+Vt,~*+Vtt,l?,+Vg,il,-F, 
is orthogonal, in the sense of L:(a), to all the C’ vector fields that are 
divergence-free and tangential to ad with respect to the metric g,. Since 
such a space of C’ vector fields is dense in the space of the C” vector fields 
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u, stated in Lemma 2.1, it follows from (2.3) that there exists a scalar 
function ,Z E C ’ + “,O(oT) such that H[ii,] = -V,{J(., t). 
Finally, we will show that ij, satisfies the initial condition of (T.V.E.). We 
set o=iio-E. Then 8~ C’ +“(a) and d(O), = d(&) - d(ii)o = 
<(., 0) -a =O, because < is the fixed point of A(&[.]). Moreover 6 is 
orthogonal to all of {~?a)};=, in the sense of L;(a) by (2.8). Hence there 
exists a q E C’ + ,“(8) such that 8= Vno@ by the same orthogonal decom- 
position for the vector fields on (6, g,) as is stated in Lemma 2.1. Since we 
imposed the compatibility condition on uO, i? is divergence-free and 
tangential to 8fi with respect to the metric go (note that a = L’~ - w(., 0)). 
Thus we have 
A,?“$=OinW, aqafi, = 0 in ai2 
It follows that 4 = constant and hence 8 = 0. 
3.3. On the Uniqueness of the Solution qf {iit, p(., t)} of (T.V.E.) 
Suppose that there exists another solution { ti,, /j(., t)} EC’.‘(&) x 
CL,“(&). We set u, = ii, - 6, and p = jj - J?. Then it follows from the first 
equation of (T.V.E.) that 
((ar7i'lat+(ayi/axk)(a'.uk/atayf) 0-j alay~+v;V,iiri7, 
+ q,ii, + v:+ 0, + vp, + V&i?', + V&P, = 0. (3.12) 
Taking the inner product of (3.12) with 0, in L:(a), we have 
(Q,, {aD/at + (ayi/aXk)(a2Xk/at af) 61) ajay’ +v;,,?, ti,)), 
+((Zi,,v~r,(ii,+lG,))),=O. (3.13) 
Here we integrated by parts and used the fact that ii,, Q,, 8, are 
divergence-free and tangential to ad, respectively (note that 
((at, V,,P)),=O). The first term on the left-hand side of (3.13) is equal to 
$(( 8,, 8,)),. Hence we have 
-$m 8,)),+2((8,,Vt,(u”,+~~))),=o. (3.14) 
- 
Since ii~C”‘(&), C~CC~,~(&), it follows from (3.14) that 
-$ m, 0 ldconst((ZT,, a,)),. (3.15) 
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Note that the derivatives of 0, disappear in the second term of (3.14). Since 
oo=O, by (3.15) we have ((8,, u,)), =O. Thus 0, =0 and hence Vg,ar=O 
by (3.12). We have obtained the required uniqueness result stated in 
Theorem. Q.E.D. 
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